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More from Jen Crossley

A small decorative book
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1 Cut 2 pieces of brass: one 1¼" x 5⁄8 " for the back and spine piece, and another  

 1¼" x 1¼ " for the cover. (Figure 1) I used a scrap of etched metal, but I have 

used purchased patterned metal for this technique as well. Sand the edges of the 

metal pieces with a bastard mill file until smooth.

2 On the inside of the back/spine piece, measure ¾" in from the edge and mark  

 it with a permanent marker. Measure and mark again ¼" from the first mark. 

Bend the metal to 90° on both of the lines.

3 Optional: Immerse the cover piece in Jax black-brown patina, removing it when  

 you like the amount of color achieved. Quickly put the cover in a solution of 1 

cup of water and a 1 teaspoon of baking soda to stop the chemical reaction. This 

neutralizes the patina, and keeps the metal from turning darker.

4 Mark 4 equally spaced, parallel holes in the metal cover (Figure 2) and spine to  

 create holes for the stitching. Punch the holes with a 1.12mm metal hole punch. 

5 Using a fine wire, stitch the cover to the spine using an “X” or cross-stitch  

 pattern. I used 26-gauge wire. (Figure 3)

tip: Pull the wire through the holes slowly so it doesn’t kink. 

6 Thread the wire back through the stitching inside the cover and use pliers to  

 flatten the wire ends to the cover.

7 Tear or cut some paper for the pages. I tore some paper out of an old book;  

 scraps of watercolor paper would also work nicely. Glue the spine, allow it to 

dry, and then glue the pages to the spine area of the metal cover. I used E6000® for 

this. Allow to dry.

8 Optional: Add a charm or other embellishment to the cover.
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